The bending of a thick composite plate is studied by using a 2-d plate element with a stiffness matrix derived by a 3-d solid model for a typical element. Constraint equations are used to ensure full displacement continuity between adjacent plate elements. After solving the global behaviour by 2-d elements the local behaviour is studied by using the 3-d model of the typical element. The approach is verified by comparing the full 3-d stress state obtained with an available analytical solution.
Introduction
The shear deformation is often significant in composite plates, and the classical plate theories (Kirchoff, Mindlin) give good global results (displacements, lowest natural frequencies, in-plane stresses) only when the span to the thickness ratio is large enough [1] , [2] . Moreover, these theories are 2-d idealizations of the 3-d elasticity problem and do not include the direct calculation of the out-of plane stress components. Higher order and mixed plate theories have been proposed in an attempt to improve the prediction of stresses, but the plate and shell elements based on these theories are not yet available in commercial FEM-programs. The composite structures also have many types of discontinuities and may contain imperfections (voids, cracks, poor adhesion etc.) which cannot be modelled by the classical plate theories. In this paper a method to model the 3-d behaviour of plate bending with 2-d elements is presented. The method is based on numerical determination of the effective stiffness properties of plate elements.
Effective stiffness matrix
The effective stiffness matrix of a typical four-node 2-d plate element is determined using a 3-d solid model (fig.l) and in this way the global behaviour of the structure can be calculated by 2-d elements which saves CPU-time and modelling effort. After the global solution has been obtained the region of interest can be analysed by returning to the local model which gives the 3-d stress state of the element. Thus, the method allows modelling of tapered elements, imperfections such as voids, imperfect bonding between layers, inserts etc. in composites. 
Assumed displacement fields
(!J -contuinity is ensured between the plate elements which implies that displacement constraints are required at the edge surfaces of the representative volume element (3-d model of the element). The degrees of freedom in the plate elements are the mid-plane displacements uO,vo,wo in the x-,y-, and z-directions, respectively, and the rotations "' x and "' y. The inplane displacement fields are the same as in Mindlin type plate elements, namely
The only exception to the standard Mindlin type element is that the typical assumption Ez = 0 is not made here. In-plane displacement constraints on edge surfaces are implemented by the MPC (Multi Point Constraint) command (type 12) of the ABAQUS program, which keeps a node on a straight line, but allows movement along the line. The bi-linear displacement distribution required on the boundaries of this type of element are also implemented by MPC commands. This is done by constraining the nodes (node m in fig. 1 ) that are on the line joining two corner nodes of equal height (nodes n and 1 in fig.I ) to keep their relative position between these corner nodes. This means that, for example, if the displacement is u=I at node n and u=O at node 1, the displacement in node m is u=O.5. This constraint is accomplished by the ABAQUS MPC 1.
The effective stiffness matrix
The effective stiffness matrix of the plate element is determined by the unit displacement method. The equilibrium equations of the plate element are ISSN 0963-6935 where A 44 , A 4s and Ass are the laminate stiffness components related to shear strains "txz and "tyz • The shear strain energy of a standard plate element (thickness 100 rom) is U=80.438 I, when a unit displacement w=1 rom is acting at one comer node (the displacement at the other nodes are equal to zero). In fig. 3 we can see that the strain energy (constrained w) of the plate element is approaching this value as the width to the thickness ratio is decreasing (the situation of a plane strain is approached), while for the unconstrained plate element model, Several approaches were considered to eliminate this problem. Of these the assumption that w is constant over the thickness at the edges of the element, stiffened the plate too much (see fig.3 ). On the other hand the assumption that only the nodes associated to the comer node where the unit displacement is applied were constrained over the thickness, gave an unsymmetric stiffness matrix. The method applied here was to increase the stiffness of the edges of the element by adding bar elements to the corners of the 3-d model (when alb < 2). The stiffness of the bar elements was determined so that the strain energy for the 3-d model (solid plus bar elements) was the same for the unit displacement w=1 as given by equation, [4] ,
where the shear correction factors k, and k 2 were determined by a computer program based on the theory given in ref. [5] . For the plate element this program gives the values k l 2 = 0.59516 and k 2 2 = 0.72054 and further the equation (6) gives U = 52.916 J (this result is shown in fig.3 as a short dotted horizontal line). In FEM-analysis only a quarter of the plate was modelled because the laminate allowed the use of symmetry. The results for the width to thickness ratio l/h=1O of the plate are shown in figA for the displacement wand for the stress components O'x{l/2,1/2,±h!2), cr/1/2,1/2,±h/2) , 't xy(O,0,±h/2), 't xiO,1/2,0), and 'tyz(1/2,O,O). The size of the elements were so that b=a ( fig. 1 ). Fig.4 shows that the method gives good results for w, cry and t., but the error for O' x is about 17 %. The poor results for the shear stress components 'txz and 't yz were to be expected because of the assumption of a constant shear strain distribution at the edges of the element. The results also showed that the increase of the number of elements from 4x4x4 to 8x8x8 in the 3-d model does not have a significant effect on the stress components. The stress results are determined at the edges of an element where the displacement constraints are introduced.
It might be expected that the stress distribution is closer to the analytical solution in the interior of the element. The displacement assumption that causes errors for ax is demonstrated in fig.S , It seems that the linear displacement distribution of u is inadequate for a composite plate with ]jh=10. Nevertheless, the applicability of the method described here is good enough for 'thin' plates though a higher-order displacement distribution should be the next step to improve the accuracy of this methc • 
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